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About us

UROMAC started activities in the
1940’s producing machinery for forest and agriculture applications. The
quality of the products developed by
the company as well as the flexibility
to adapt them to customers’ needs
was highly appreciated by the market and the company acquired an
excellent reputation in the domestic
market. In the 1970’s UROMAC entered into the construction sector producing 4x4 small loaders.
In 1991 the company entered a new
era by partnering with URO Group
and starting its first international
expansion. URO Group is a dynamic
and modern company focused on
the design and manufacturing of
multi-purpose off-road vehicles for
a wide range of applications, either
industrial or military.
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Thanks to this partnership UROMAC
started producing 4x4 site dumpers and
forklifts and expanding internationally
into new markets like northern Africa and
South America.
In the 2000’s UROMAC entered into the
railway sector offering a complete range of road-rail machines and vehicles for
maintenance and construction of railway
infrastructure, shunting, civil engineering applications, forestry and power and
overhead lines.

UROMAC is the first complete manufacturer of this type of machines and vehicles
specially engineered and designed for this
function. UROMAC covers the whole process from design, manufacturing and delivery according to customer specifications
and standard and regulations.
This catalogue presents a carefully selected range of railroad vehicles and machines to be used in the railway industry,
which includes a number of new solutions and product applications adapted
to the present demand of the Railway
Industry.

Road-rail vehicles & machines
Advantages
UROMAC offers a complete range of
road-rail vehicles and machines able to
travel both on highway and rail offering
solutions for track inspection, crew and
material transportation and specialized
maintenance tasks.
DUMPERS
UROMAC’s Road-rail Dumpers are ideal
for construction and renovation of railway tracks. Its compact and ergonomic
design, its versatility and ease driving
make these road-rail Dumpers the perfect solution for transporting tools to
work site, pouring cement or ballast and
help digging machines at site.

H-RAIL
UROMAC launches an innovative
solution and establish a new category of road-rail vehicles. Based
on a machine chassis and mechanisms UROMAC has developed
a new concept of road-rail truck
that maximizes efficiency in maintenance operations while significantly reducing the investment
needed.
The articulated chassis provides
high stability on track and ease
mounting track operation and its
ideal for tracks under renovation
or construction.

LACERTIS

ROAD-RAIL UNITS
Major road-rails, short lines and metropolitan transit systems face today the
challenge of combine increase in rail
traffic and therefore maintenance operations with decreasing time for maintenance activities.
Road-rail vehicles and machines offer
a flexible and cost effective solution.
These units can be easily transported
to the work site (by truck or driving the
unit) and mount on the track quickly
enhancing effective working time.

T-RAIL

Based on its experience and know-how
as a Dumper manufacturer and also on
customers’ requirements UROMAC has
developed a new modular machine concept with multiple applications using
one single chassis: rotary tipping for ballast, concrete mixer, brush cutter, snowplow…). Thus the effectiveness of the investment is improved as the unit can be
utilized year around by easily changing
the attachment at the shop.

Based on the outstanding URO K-5
4x4 truck used by more than 20
armies worldwide UROMAC has
developed a new road-rail truck.
The complete engineering, design
and manufacturing by UROMAC
give us the control throughout the
whole manufacturing process and
allow us to customize the vehicle
for every customer need.

The driver is seated in frontal position increasing visibility and safety and the articulated chassis provides high stability on
track and ease mounting track operation.

T-RAIL has an excellent performance on track thanks to its narrow chassis which is ideal for railway and tunnel gauges.
T-RAIL offers 100% off road capacity to circulate on rough terrains,
quagmires, sand or snow offering
continuous traction in both road
and railway track.
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Lacertis
PERFORMANCE, FLEXIBILITY,
VERSATILITY
Articulated chassis
The articulated chassis provides
high stability on track especially in
stretches under renovation or construction.
Easy tracking
This reduces transportation times and
increase effective working time.

LACERTIS

Frontal driver position
Unlike other Dumpers in LACERTIS
the driver is seated in frontal position
increasing visibility and safety.
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Simplicity and robustness
Designed for long lifetime using
heavy duty components from main
manufacturers.

Powerful hydraulics
Efficient hydraulic system guarantees
performance and interface with railway
attachments.

Off-road performance
LACERTIS is excellent in most extreme
terrains (snow, sand, mud) and easy
on/off track operation with no need of
level crossing.

Railway axles system
Equipped with guiding rail-wheel system
available for any track gauge.
Manual track gauge change by the driver.
Pneumatic tires ensure continuous traction even in sloping stretches.

Attachments
Choose from a wide range of attachments to perform a wide variety of
railway maintenance of way operations.

Transportable
LACERTIS can be transported on trucks or
conventional platforms due to its compact
design. Loading and unloading maneuvers
are quick, simple and safe.

Road-rail vehicles & machines
Lacertis
FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS TO MEET ANY NEED
Railway maintenance of way requires
dedicated machinery to perform
certain tasks that will only be used
during certain periods of the year (i.e.
snowplow).
LACERTIS is the ideal partner for
railway operators and contractors
seeking to maximize their return
on investment.
The combination of a single chassis
with multiple attachments and
accessories reduce the investment
while increases the productivity.
UROMAC offers its customer the
possibility to adapt the LACERTIS’s
chassis to meet their specific needs.
LACERTIS is part of a modular system and forms a platform for different attachments that transform
this machine into a road-rail multipurpose vehicle.

LACERTIS

With support from UROMAC, customers can find in LACERTIS the
ideal solution for maneuverability,
productivity and profitability.
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H - Rail
INNOVATIVE, PROFITABLE,
USEFUL
Articulated chassis
The articulated chassis provides
high stability on track especially in
stretches under renovation or construction.
Easy on and off tracking
This reduces transportation times
and increase effective working time.
Simplicity and robustness
Designed for long lifetime using
heavy duty components from first
class manufacturers.

H - RAIL

Off-road performance
Excellent in most exigent terrains
(snow, sand, mud) and easy mount
on/off track operation with no need
of level crossing.
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Attachments
Choose from a wide range of attachments to perform any railway maintenance operation.
Powerful hydraulics
Efficient hydraulic systems powered
by LINDE guarantees performance
and interface with railway attachments.

Low profile tires
Large pneumatic tires are excellent in all
kind of terrains and minimize the maintenance cost and the risk of fails.
Railway axles system
Equipped with guiding diplor system available for any railway gauge. Manual track
gauge change by the driver.
Transportable
H-RAIL can be transported in trucks or
conventional platforms due to its compact design. Loading and unloading maneuvers result quick, simple and safe.

Road-rail vehicles & machines
H - Rail
NEW CONCEPT: SIMPLICTY, MODULARITY, VERSATILITY, EFICIENCY
The use of roadrail trucks is quite
extended for OHL, track inspection
and maintenance works. However
railway operators and contractors
face the problem of how maximizing the investment made when
the vehicle only works a short distance/time a day on track at reduced speed.
UROMAC launches an innovative
solution and establish a new category of road-rail vehicles. Based
on a machine chassis and mechanisms UROMAC has developed a
new concept of road-rail truck that
maximizes efficiency in maintenance operations while significantly
reducing the investment needed.
H-RAIL is the perfect solution for
overhead lines and track inspection jobs in railway reducing the
cost of investment and increasing
efficiency and profitability.

H - RAIL

H-RAIL hydrostatic transmission
and 4x4 traction bring smooth
driving on track increasing safety
when working/driving from the
platform. Moreover the articulated
chassis can be blocked to prevent
swinging working on height.
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T - Rail
BORN FOR RAILWAY
Many road-rail trucks are transformed versions of existing commercial
vehicles. T-RAIL has been specifically designed, engineered and manufacture for this purpose.
T-RAIL is completely manufactured
by URO Group UROMAC covers the
whole process from design, manufacturing and delivery according to
customer specifications and standard and regulations

T - RAIL

Powerful
Equipped with 250 HP engine and 2
speeds transfer case, T-RAIL can tow
wagons up to 300 or 600 tons depending on the model.
Off-road performance
T-RAIL is excellent in most exigent
terrains (snow, sand, mud) and guarantee access to the track.
Easy tracking
This reduces transportation times
and increase effective working time.
Implements
Choose from a wide range of implements to perform any railway maintenance operation.
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Compact size
T-RAIL compact design (reduced width
and length) is ideal for running on track.
The distance between axles is small so
the truck is more stable in sections with
tight bends.
Excellent adaptation to track
Hydraulic compensation system guarantees continuous traction and contact
especially on tracks under renovation or
regular conditions.
Railway system
Equipped with guiding rail-wheel system
available for any railway gauge.
Manual track gauge change by the driver
(optional).
Possibility of using traction rail wheel (subject to demand)

Speed
Maximum speed on track is limited electronically for safety reasons and can be
adjusted depending on the conditions of
the track

Road-rail vehicles & machines
T - Rail
MODULARITY OF CHASSIS APPLICATIONS VERSATILITY
Common chassis + Modular Bodies + Additional Equipment = Multiple applications and
versions on a standardized platform

Some railway shunting activities,
like towing wagons, require the
use of high performance road-rail
vehicles.
T-RAIL is an efficient, reliable and
cost effective solution for railway
operators, contractors and factories
to work on multiple applications:



















Maximum traction on track
2 speeds transfer case and main axles,
both with 100% differential locking system, guarantee maximum traction on
any condition

Multi cabin
T-RAIL is available with single (Smooth
driving on track increasing safety when
working/driving from the platform.













Over more than 30 years URO has
developed a complete range of 4x4
trucks used in more than 20 countries for a wide variety of applications: military, emergency, public
works or forestry companies. Now
UROMAC combines its know-how
in roadrail vehicles and URO expertise in off-road trucks to offer a customized solution for every need

T - RAIL

Bidirectional on rail
Smooth driving on track increasing safety
when working/driving from the platform
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G - Rail 5000

G - Rail 9000

Rough terrain Dumper with articulated
chassis and rotary tipping.

Rough terrain Dumper with articulated chassis and rotary tipping

Payload: 9000 kg – 19850 lb. (max. 5.6
yards)

Payload: 5000 kg – 11000 lb. (max. 2.3
yards)

Engine: DEUTZ 100 HP

Engine: DEUTZ 49 HP

Several track gauge available:

Several track gauge available:

G - RAIL 9000 & G-RAIL 5000

1.435 mm (4’ 8 1/2”)

1.668 mm (5’ 5 2/3”)

1.000 mm (3’ 3 3/8”)

1.000 mm (3’ 3 3/8”)

Adjustable manual diploris system for
easy track gauge change
Heavy Duty machine

Adjustable manual diploris system for
easy track gauge change

High performance/cost ratio

Heavy Duty machine

Articulated chassis:

High performance/cost ratio
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construction (irregular, not levelled,
etc)




APPLICATIONS


Articulated chassis:



 
step sections




 
 der construction (irregular, not levelled, etc)























 



 





bined with digging machines and
excavators



BENEFITS
UROMAC Road-rail Dumpers offer clear
advantages when working on railway
tracks:





 
 
narrow stretches and reduced maneuverability.







 

MAC road-rail dumpers are specially
designed to work on railway tracks but
no special driving license is required.



 


ensures continuous traction on track.
Besides UROMAC road-rail dumpers
have extra safety elements like anti
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1.435 mm (4’ 8 1/2”)

1.668 mm (5’ 5 2/3”)





  
 
transmission these units can work in
the hardest conditions and are ideal
to climb heavy slopes and mount on
the railway track.

 
articulated chassis.


 





 



roll over system in narrow track
gauge, hydraulic steering lock
and lighting system for railway





Dumpers are designed to work
on extreme conditions and manufactured using first class components like DEUTZ engines and
LINDE hydrostatic pumps.
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